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COASTAL HAZARDS
Tohoku Tsunami, Japan 2011

Typhoon Haiyan, Philippines 2013 

NHK Japan
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INTEGRATED DATASETS
The accurate assessment of coastal risk 
posed by hazards such as storms and 
tsunamis and the future impacts of rising 
sea levels requires:

• The integration of high-resolution 
datasets of terrestrial, marine and 
cadastral datasets

• The sharing of data across political 
boundaries

• The testing of model sensitivity to 
changes in the environment 

Wilson and Power, Scientific Data, 2018



The flooding extent considers the individual effect of a1 sea level rise (a1/b1), land 
subsidence (a2/b2) and bathymetric change (a3/b3) respectively. Panels a4 and b4 present 
the compound scenario with 3 factors for 2030 and 2050. 

Wang et al., Sci. Tot. Env. 2018

Estimated storm flooding in 2030 and 2050 for Shanghai, China.  
MULTI-FACTOR ANALYSIS



In southeast Asia much of the marine data 
is sparse both temporally and spatially. 

Comparison of the point density of depth 
measurements from GEBCO and nautical 
charts. 

Combining these data points identifies a 
north-south trending ridge with its base at 
1.4 km water depth. So
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GEBCO NAUTICAL CHARTS
COMBINED

Felix et al., NHESS 2022
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The first tsunami in Mataram arrives at <8 minutes, while in Denpasar it arrives at ~10-15 minutes. 
The peak of the first wave is at ~11 minutes and ~30 minutes in Mataram and Denpasar, respectively. 

Tsunami hazard in Mataram, Lombok & Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia, from the Flores backarc

Felix et al., NHESS 2022



Tsunami sensitivity to shallow bathymetry resolutions and 
optimising bathymetric inputs for tsunami simulations

5m, 10m, 20m, 30m, 40, 50m, 100m, 200, 300m, 455m
(GEBCO)

Recent studies that only use GEBCO bathymetry
Because of its coarse resolution, the tsunami hazard could be underestimated?
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For each set of random points

GEBCO (~455m)

Set 1

Set 30

1 km

Each site:
30 sets of 

random points
at ≤30m depth 

Baseline 
reference: 
5m bathymetry

Best 
representation 
of the real-life 
seafloor 
morphology.

Tsunami results 
using all the 
models will be 
compared 
relative to the 5m 
bathymetry. 

Based on 1m NOAA Lidar data

BATHYMETRY 

Felix et al., unpublished
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Basic tsunami model to generate 5m tsunami 
100 gauges at 10m water depth to record the arrival time & the maximum wave heights

landward

Tsunami at the source has 5m height

initial tsunami
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TSUNAMI MODELING

Felix et al., unpublished



Site A

Site B

Site C

Site D

land
land

land

landEach site has 30 sets of tsunami 
simulations per bathymetry 
resolution + 2 GEBCO datasets

4 sites
Tsunami height is much lower in GEBCO 

5m bathymetry GEBCO (~455m)

TSUNAMI MODELING

Felix et al., unpublished



GEBCO: Absence of 
steep slopes, lower 
buildup of tsunamis
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5m bathymetry GEBCO (~455m)

Tsunami height is lower in GEBCO 
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initial height initial depth

final depth

𝑛 = 𝑛  ×  
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GEBCO tsunami 
height amplification 
is 0.04 lower than 
the 5m bathymetry

Felix et al., unpublished



Later  arr iva l  of  
th e  1 st wave

Ear l ier  arr i val

Lo wer  tsu n am i

Higher  tsun ami
Each column: 
100 gauge 
records 
x30 models
x4 sites)

arrives 5% later

all comparisons are relative to the results of the 5m bathymetry

Bathymetry resolution Bathymetry resolution

Lower tsunami height (20-70%) Arrival time 20-40% earlier, or 10-30% later 

What are the differences in the tsunami height and arrival time?



INTEGRATED DATASETS
The need for integration of high-resolution 
datasets of terrestrial, marine and 
cadastral datasets has never been greater.

• In southeast Asia it is essential to future 
sustainable development.

• A deep understanding of the sensitivity 
of modelling to issues such as 
bathymetry and coastal roughness are 
important.

• Efforts such as the UN-NGGIM are vital 
to the future of coastal communities.

Wilson and Power, Scientific Data, 2018



As our climate changes 
and our coastal 
communities grow, we 
must do everything we 
can to share data and 
knowledge to move 
towards greater coastal 
sustainability.
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